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“At the core of the BBC’s 
role is something very simple, 
very democratic and very 
important – to bring the best 
to everyone. Wherever you are 
– whoever you are – whether 
you are rich or poor, old or 
young, that’s what we do…
Everybody deserves the best.” 
Tony Hall
Director General
8/10/2013
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“ At the core of the BBC’s role is something very simple, 
very democratic and very important – to bring the best 
to everyone. Wherever you are – whoever you are – 
whether you are rich or poor, old or young, that’s what 
we do…Everybody deserves the best.”
Tony Hall 8/10/2013

The contents of this, the BBC’s third annual Equality 
and Information report support my belief that diversi-
ty is crucial to the BBC’s delivery of the best  
for all audiences. 

The BBC must be a place where every voice can 
be heard; where every licence fee payer can see or 
hear something of their world in our programmes 
and where people from all backgrounds - whether it 
is their aspiration to become a journalist, director or 
technical operator - believe they can get a foot in the 
door to build a career.

While it is clear that all of us in this industry must aim 
to do better in our endeavours towards greater diver-
sity in our content and in our teams; as the body of 
this report will show, there is much that the BBC can 
be proud of and that we should celebrate.

I have made getting our diversity right at the BBC a 
priority - and I have been encouraged by the actions 
that my executive board colleagues and their teams 
have been taking in this area. These are beginning to 
have real impact.  

•	 All of our senior management boards have or are 
about to participate in unconscious bias training 
to address the challenge not to recruit in our own 
image 

•	 The BBC News Bilingual Reporter’s scheme  
is delivering fresh voices to our domestic news 
services.  

•	 45 Local Radio Apprentices will start work in  
BBC Newsrooms this September following a 
major recruitment search for talent from the 
broadest range of backgrounds, opening up BBC 
journalism to non-graduates across the UK. 

•	 We have created 5 new posts to strengthen  
our journalism about disability. Nikki Fox is leading 
a new three person unit in Salford and two 
journalists have started with the BBC Ouch! team. 

•	 The Women in Local Radio initiative which we  
are running to address the on air gender balance 
in news has delivered some gifted female voices  
to our presentation line up.  

•	 Following the success of the Expert Women 
training programme, BBC News, the BBC 
Academy and BBC Television have launched a 
BAME (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) training 
programme on the same model – Expert Voices.  
It will bring new faces and perspectives to all of 
our factual output. (Continued overleaf) 
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•	 An intervention by the Director of Television 
means that we are aiming for no more all-male 
panels in TV comedy and more diversity across  
all panel show formats. 

•	 The Radio 1 and 1Xtra paid internship scheme 
‘Take It On’ is pioneering new ways to recruit 
presentation and production talent and is resulting 
in more diverse teams.  

These actions represent a snapshot of the steps we 
are taking to make our diversity ambitions and com-
mitments a reality. I have taken direct leadership of this 
issue to provide clarity and focus across the organi-
sation and together with the Executive Board team 
I have set stretching targets to make sure the BBC 
delivers on its commitments. 

On air we will aim to increase BAME representation 
from	10.4%	to	15%	by	2017	so	that	we	reflect	the	
nation we serve, and for disabled people where we 
have the greatest margin to make up, our target is to 
quadruple on air representation and/or portrayal from 
1.2% to 5% by 2017.

Off air, our aspiration for our workforce is that we 
should meet the targets we have already set by the 
2017	financial	year	end:	BAME	–	all	staff	14.2%,	BAME	
Leadership - 10% Disabled - all staff 5.3% Disabled 
Leadership - 5%.

To enable these plans I launched a new strategic pack-
age of actions on 20th June 2014. It brings together 
best practice and responds to challenges where we 
have been less successful. It is action focused and I 
believe that this package will drive a faster delivery 
on our objectives.  In summary these priority actions 
comprise:	

•	 A new Director General’s leadership development 
programme for the industry’s top BAME talent. 
This in partnership with The Clore Leadership 
Programme and will bring six new people to our 
most senior teams. 

•	 Assistant Commissioner programme for six BAME 
creatives – developing a more diverse pool of 
commissioners who make the decisions about 
what gets made and by whom in TV. 

•	 A £2.1 million Diversity Creative Talent Fund to 
kick start ideas and bring on talent that will help 
us to address our portrayal challenges on screen. 

•	 More training internships alongside the BBC’s 
existing apprenticeships. A new collaboration with 
Creative Access will see 20 of their high potential 
BAME graduate interns on placements across the 
business. (Continued overleaf) 
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This is a truly cross-industry challenge but I believe 
the BBC must take the lead because of our unique 
funding and responsibility to licence fee payers. We 
will continue to play an active role in the Creative 
Diversity Network, working with the whole industry 
to make more collective progress. We are part of 
working groups looking at commissioning, production 
and news and in agreeing a shared approach to 
measuring	how	well	television	in	the	UK	is	reflecting	
its audience. This work will supplement the actions we 
are and have been taking.

I commend the 2013 Equality Information Report 
to you and look forward to reporting considerable 
progress in the year ahead.

Tony Hall – BBC Director General

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013
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•	 A disability executive to work alongside 
commissioners, programmes and support talent 
development pan BBC  

•	 Doubling the opportunities for disabled 
production	staff	to	benefit	from	the	award	
winning BBC Extend scheme through an 
improved talent pool process that will aid 
retention and support the most talented people 
into careers. 

•	 Opening up 150 of our business support roles 
to disabled candidates through supported 
employment practices. Working with specialists 
disability support agencies. 

•	 And I will be supported in this work by a new 
voluntary and independent Diversity Advisory 
Group, made up of media professionals and 
cultural leaders to ensure the BBC’s work 
remains relevant and effective. 
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A	core	BBC	public	purpose	is	to:	Represent	the	 
nations, regions and communities of the UK. Our 
primary	diversity	aim	is	therefore	quite	simple:		
 
The BBC will reflect the diversity of  
the UK: on and off-screen.

The	BBC’s	Diversity	Strategy:	Everyone	Has	a	Story	
(2011-2015) sets out our broader aspirations on 
equality and diversity, and responds to obligations  
in the Royal Charter and under the law.  

Each year we publish an annual Equality Information 
Report which reports on progress during the previous 
year	and	sets	specific	and	measureable	objectives.		 
This is our third report. It accounts for progress from 
April 2013 to March 2014.

On Screen – by:

•	 Connecting with our audiences, including our 
underserved audiences to inform the quality and 
direction of our content 

•	 Delivering	high	quality	programming	which	reflects	
modern Britain accurately and authentically 

Off Screen – by:

•	 Achieving systematic and consistent consideration 
of equality and diversity within BBC planning and 
review processes, and meet our public purposes 
and duties 

•	 Building in accessibility from the start when 
developing new products and services, and 
ensuring sustainable and ongoing accessibility 

•	 Advancing equal opportunities to diversify and 
develop our workforce at all levels to better 
reflect	our	audiences 

These 5 core objectives underpin our Diversity 
Strategy 2011- 15

Read	our...	http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/
documents.html

Introduction

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/documents.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/documents.html
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Action and Accountability -   
How we deliver on diversity at the BBC

8
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Lennie James, Vicky McClure and Martin Compston star in  
Line of Duty which retuned for a second series, BBC Two
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Strong senior leadership 
During early 2014, Tony Hall (Director General) 
tasked his senior executive team to identify what 
needs to happen to create a step change in the 
way the BBC looks, sounds and feels. A programme 
of interventions has been now been developed, 
announced and in action.

Sponsored by the Executive Team and championed 
by all executive directors, we will invest in seven 
game changing actions (See page 58 for Objectives 
2014). These include training and diverse leadership 
development initiatives, the establishment of a 
Creative Talent Fund, new models of recruitment and 
improvements to internal processes. 

We will set a range of targets on and off screen  
to	ensure	the	BBC	reflects	the	community	it	serves	 
and invite a representative external Diversity Advisory 
Group to challenge us and feed in ideas.  We will 
report progress annually and ask to be judged on  
our results rather than efforts. 

The Director General and the Executive Team  
will lead this agenda, supported by a small pan  
BBC steering committee to drive activity, co-ordinate 
initiatives, share good practice and tell our story  
as it unfolds.  

‘If we are really determined to make the BBC more 
representative of the audiences it serves, then we 
have to intervene’. 

James	Harding:	Director	News	(28/04/14)

‘In a leadership role, I can either keep pushing and 
hope it’s going to evolve, or I can set some really 
clear examples to provide a beacon for what our 
expectations are.’ 

Danny	Cohen:	Director	Television	(26/02/14)

We will also continue with the range of other activity 
that we are already doing, some of which is reported 
in the following pages.

“The BBC is owned by every licence fee 
payer. And, to excel at what we do, it’s 
really important that we look and feel 
like modern Britain.” Tony Hall (03/03/14) 

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013 Action and Accountability

(Top	Image)	Left	to	right:	Danny	Cohen,	Director	of	Television	and	
James Punell, Director of Strategy and Digital engage with staff and 
discuss the importance of diversity.
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Embedding diversity pan-BBC 
Equality and Diversity is a vital area of focus for every 
BBC department. Divisional working groups develop 
their own Diversity Action Plans each year, which 
set out how their area will contribute to delivering 
Diversity Strategy objectives and meet our duties 
under the law. 

Read	our...http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/
diversity-action-plans.html

Working with partners 
We work closely with other UK broadcasters and 
industry bodies. The BBC is an active member of the 
Creative Diversity Network which works to deliver 
practical solutions for increasing diversity on and off 
air across the sector.  This year we have contributed to 
the development of a common method of measuring 
diversity on and off screen, so that we can compare 
and contrast with other broadcasters, report on 
progress across the industry and share best practice.  

Action and Accountability

(Top Image) Jing Lusi, plays Tara Lo in Holby City, BBC One

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/diversity-action-plans.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/diversity-action-plans.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/diversity-action-plans.html
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Current Picture 
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(Background image) Jermain Jackman winner of The Voice UK with 
coach will.i.am.  
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Diversity on Television
We know from an independent portrayal analysis – 
reported on in 2013, that we are portraying more 
Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) and Lesbian, Gay 
and Bisexual (LGB) people than ever before and that 
more BAME people feature in incidental roles more 
frequently.	Other	findings	reinforced	what	we	know	
from	earlier	studies:

•	 Fictional genres tend to be more diverse than 
factual programmes; 

•	 Representation of women and disabled people on 
screen remains fairly static; 

•	 Disabled and LGB people are much more likely 
to be on screen because of that aspect of their 
identity; 

•	 Diversity on screen can appear as one-dimensional

Diversity on Radio
Despite an equal gender balance across all staff in 
English	Regions,	figures	in	2013	revealed	that	only	
roughly a quarter of the hours broadcast are presented 
by women. The Director General responded swiftly 
earlier this year by announcing his ambition, to see a 
woman presenter on half of the 41 breakfast shows.  
The Women in Local Radio initiative which was set up 
is already delivering new voices to our presentation 
line up- amongst them Etholle George on BBC Radio 
Suffolk, Nicky Price on BBC Radio Norfolk and Georgey 
Spanswick on BBC Radio York. Since July 2013, the 
number of breakfast shows with female presenters in 
BBC	Local	Radio	has	doubled	and	now	stands	at	16,	
which is 39% as a proportion. 

Audiences’ views about diverse portrayal
This year the BBC Trust’s Purpose Remit Survey 
revealed that audiences feel we have some way to go 
to	accurately	and	authentically	reflect	the	diversity	of	
the UK. This year, respondents were asked how well 
they thought the BBC portrayed their ethnic group. 
Black audiences were more likely to score the BBC 
lower	than	both	Asian	and	white	audiences:	
 
Access	the	reports...	http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/
bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/
ara2012_13/prs_reports/uk.pdf

A key priority for 2014
Our challenge now is to become even more 
sophisticated in representing people’s multiple identities 
and to bring new and fresh voices to air. We need to 
do	more	to	reflect	women	and	disabled	people.	We	
also need to develop a more nuanced approach to 
representing different ethnicities and work on greater 
incidental portrayal for LGB and disabled people.  This 
year	we	have	identified	elements	of	our	production,	
commissioning	and	talent	profiles	to	improve	on-
screen representation but we know there is more to 
do	across	all	our	programmes,	to	ensure	they	reflect	
and represent the breadth of UK diversity.  For 2014-
15 improving how we portray nations, regions and 
communities on air and on screen is a corporate 
objective for the BBC.

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013
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(Top	Image)	Blue	Peter	presenters:	(L-R)	Barney	Harwood,	Lindsey	
Russell, Radzi Chinyanganya (Right Image)  

Current Picture

On Screen
 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/ara2012_13/prs_reports/uk.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/ara2012_13/prs_reports/uk.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/ara2012_13/prs_reports/uk.pdf
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8.7% BAME Staff  
Leadership Grade 
BAME group representation in 
the leadership grades is 8.7%. The 
target for leadership grade BAME 
staff to be reached by 2017 is 10%.

Our	current	employee	profile	as	at	March	2014,	is:		

BAME Staff 

Off Screen 

12.6% BAME Staff 
12.6	%	compared	to	an	industry	
average of 5.4%.  

14.2% BAME Staff  
2017 target 
The target for BAME staff to be 
reached by 2017 is 14.2%. 

BAME all staff representation in March 2011 when 
our Diversity Strategy was published was 12.2%. This 
rose to 12.3% in 2012 and again to 12.4% in 2013.  
The last 12 months have seen the biggest increase to 
the	current	12.6%	figure.	BAME	Senior	Managers*	
have	risen	from	6.3%	in	2011	to	6.8%	in	2014.	

= 1% BBC Employees

Current PictureSharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) The Musketeers(L-R) Athos (TOM BURKE), Aramis 
(SANTIAGO CABRERA), Porthos (HOWARD CHARLES), BBC One
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3.7% Disabled Staff 
3.7% compared to the industry 
average of 2%. 

Disabled Staff 

5.3% Disabled Staff 
2017 target
The target for Disabled staff to  
be reached by 2017 is 5.3%. 

3.1% Disabled Staff  
Leadership Grade 
Disabled staff in leadership 
grades is now 3.1%. The target for 
leadership grade Disabled staff  
to be reached by 2017 is 5%.

Disabled all staff representation in March 2011  
when our Diversity Strategy was published was 4.1%. 
Between 2011– 2012 numbers dropped down to 
3.6%.	A	targeted	programme	of	work	was	put	in	place	
in consultation with Disabled staff, to address a decline 
that had accelerated over the previous two years. 

Numbers then increased to 3.7% in 2012 and have 
remained	static	since.		Disabled	Senior	Managers*	
have	dropped	from	3.0%	in	2011	to	2.6%	in	2014

= 1% BBC Employees

Current PictureSharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) The Andrew Marr Show, BBC One
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Female Staff 

40.9% Female Staff  
Leadership Grade 
Female	Senior	Managers*	
have	risen	from	36%	in	2011	
to 37.2% in March 2014. 

48.6% Female Staff 

Female all staff representation in March 2011 when 
our Diversity Strategy was published was 49.2%. 
Between 2011– 2012, numbers dropped back slightly 
–	falling	to	48.6%	by	March	2012	but	have	remained	
static since. 

*	Note	–	since	2013	we	categorise	and	measure	
staff in senior grades as a wider group which includes 
Senior Managers (SM) and grades 10 and 11. Data on 
SM graded staff is provided above to enable like with 
like comparisons over time.

= 1% BBC Employees

Current PictureCurrent PictureSharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) B.Traits, Monki & Annie Mac (in that order L-R) 
part of Radio 1’s all-female DJ line-up for International Women’s Day
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Female Staff in Future Media & Technology 

24.1%  
Female Staff in Future Media 

2017 target of 30% 

28.4%  
Female Staff in Technology  

2017 target of 30% 

Targets for female staff apply in our Future Media 
(FM) and Technology divisions where representation is 
particularly low.  Women now represent 24.1% of FM 
staff. In Technology women are at 28.4%. 

Current PictureCurrent PictureCurrent PictureSharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock, presenter the Sky at Night, BBC 4
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Industry wide
Creative Skillset data (2012) shows that across 
the wider industry the BAME employee 
population is only 5.4%.  Those working in Radio 
and TV production are represented at 8% and 
9%	respectively	-	slightly	below	the	BBC’s	figures	
of 9.1% for each area.  The industry’s disabled 
population is at 2% compared to the BBC’s  
figure	of	3.7%.		

A key Priority for 2014
Diverse representation off screen – particularly for 
these groups - remains a challenge for the whole 
industry.  The BBC is determined to lead the way 
and do more to increase the diversity of our entire 
workforce.  For 2014-15 tackling our talent pipeline  
to ensure greater diversity in production roles and -  
in particular - a more diverse senior leadership is  
the key priority.

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

2% Disabled  
Employee  
Population 

3.7% 
BBC Disabled  
Employee  
Population 

9.1% 
BBC’S TV  

Production BAME  
Employee figure

9% 
TV Production  

BAME Employee  
Population 8%  

Radio Industry  
BAME Employee  

Population

9.1% 
BBC’S Radio BAME  

Employee figure

17

‘The BBC is determined to 
lead the way and do more to 
increase the diversity of our 
entire workforce’
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Achieving systematic and 
consistent consideration of 
equality and diversity within 
BBC planning and review 
processes, and meet our public 
purposes and duties

3

Progress during 2013 - 2014

 

Here we report progress we have made against our 
five	Diversity	Strategy	objectives.

54
Building in accessibility from 
the start when developing 
new products and services, 
and ensuring sustainable and 
ongoing accessibility

Advancing equal opportunities 
to diversify and develop our 
workforce at all levels to better 
reflect	our	audiences

Connecting with our audiences, 
including our underserved 
audiences to inform the quality 
and direction of our content

1 2
Delivering high quality 
programming	which	reflects	
modern Britain accurately and 
authentically
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On Screen 
Diversity Strategy Objective 1: 

Progress during 2013 - 2014

19

(Background Image) Grace played by Maxine Peake, 
The Village, BBC One

Connecting with our audiences, including our 
underserved audiences to inform the quality 
and direction of our content
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= 500 people BBC’s audience reaction panel 
who	identified	as	Lesbian,	Gay	or	Bisexual

Approximately 1 in 20 people are 
Lesbian, Gay or Bisexual.

Understanding our  
audiences

Progress during 2013 - 2014

Read	our...http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/
insidethebbc/howwework/accountability/
audienceinformation/

LGB Audience Research Charts

Understanding our audiences
We conduct regular surveys to measure which  
services audiences use and their views of those 
services.	This	crucial	information	influences	decision	
making across the BBC, from programme teams 
to the Executive Board. Audience feedback can be 
analysed	for :	age,	gender,	ethnicity,	disability,	religion	
and belief, sexual orientation, income, social group  
and nation and region. 

Developing a richer picture
We also conduct targeted, in-depth audience research 
including projects directly related to the diversity of 
our audience.  

Sexual orientation 
This year we used our audience reaction panel which 
captures the views of 20,000 people – Approximately 
1,000 of whom have told us that they’re LGB – to 
explore what lesbian, gay and bisexual people watch. 

For	more	information	click	on	the	links	below:	

What are our LGB audiences are watching

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/accountability/audienceinformation/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/accountability/audienceinformation/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/accountability/audienceinformation/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/galleries/p01k8rjg
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/aboutthebbc/posts/What-are-our-lesbian-gay-and-bisexual-audiences-watching
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Disability
We also used our audience reaction panel to ask 
audiences about coverage of disability on TV and 
radio and to look at TV viewing by disabled people 
compared with non-disabled people. 

While disability - in all its forms - is seen by audiences 
as	an	important	aspect	of	diversity	to	reflect	on	TV	
and radio, many feel there is currently not enough 
coverage on TV, although most recognise that 
representation has improved over time. In contrast 
audiences – including disabled audiences – felt less 
able to comment on radio. Good representation was 
associated with realism and portraying everyday life 
rather than an individual being on screen just because 
of their disability.

Gender and gender reassignment 
This year we have commissioned an in-depth piece of 
qualitative research that will explore how audiences 
feel about the representation of women and men by 
the media. The research will also include a discrete 
element talking to transgender (trans) people. 

Global News marked the 2013 International Day 
of Disabled People with a Disability Awareness 
Day which encouraged staff to think about what 
they	could	do	to	reflect	disabled	people	globally.	
Research was commissioned to understand 
more about the global disabled audience and 
their view on the nature of our news coverage 
of disability. 

The	event	and	related	research	findings	helped	
to inform News’ broader actions to improve 
disabled representation this year through for 
example, the recruitment of a new team in 
News Gathering, to report on breaking news 
in the main bulletins and on the News Channel.  
The team, based in BBC North comprises a 
correspondent, camera operator and sound 
engineer and will work alongside the award 
winning OUCH! team which leads coverage of 
disability and related subjects online.

Case Study 

Progress during 2013 - 2014Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) Mrs Harper (Debra Gillett), Sally Harper (Sarah Gordy) 
in Call the Midwife, BBC One
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Learning from  
our audience

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

Global News 100 Women 
In September 2013 Global News launched its season 
100 Women, designed to feature more women’s lives 
around the world and to increase the number of 
women’s voices and stories on the BBC’s global news 
channels. The season culminated in a global conference 
where 100 women from around the world assembled 
at the BBC in London to discuss some of the crucial 
issues facing women today. 

Working with the third sector in Wales 
This year BBC Wales invited voluntary sector 
organisations across Wales to take part in a series of 
workshops with Radio Wales and Radio Cymru. Over 
25 organisations were assisted to develop stories 
which were then considered for broadcast. The result 
was 8 stories each, broadcast on Radio Wales and 
Radio Cymru during 2013 – 2014. 2013 Special Needs  

(SEN) schools taking part 
increased by a third 

30,000   Students 

  1,000+ Schools 

School Report 
This	year	over	60,000	
students took part in this 
flagship	BBC	project	and	
we increased the number of 
Special Educational Needs 
(SEN) schools involved by 
50%. School Report also 
targeted schools with a high 
population of pupils eligible 

for free school meals, to ensure that we are reaching a 
socially diverse mix.   

Find	out	more:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport/

2012

(Top Image) Zainab Hawa Bangura UN special representative on sexual violence in 
conflict	addresses	the	BBC’s	100	Women	conference.	BBC	Global	News	brought	
together women from all around the world for a day of debate, discussion and live 
broadcasting, October 2013

Progress during 2013 - 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport/
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On Screen  
Diversity Strategy Objective 2: 

Progress during 2013 - 2014

Delivering high quality programming 
which	reflects	modern	Britain	
accurately and authentically
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Senior creative leadership around diversity 
The Director of  Television has made clear that diversity 
on screen is not increasing quickly enough. He has 
asked all channels and genres to identify three actions 
to improve diversity within their channel or genre for 
delivery by January 2015. 

Striving for greater accuracy
As a result of work with Trans Media Action which  
we reported on last year, Radio1 has worked with Paris 
Lees, top of this year’s Independent Pink List and their 
first	trans	presenter.	We	continue	to	support	the	now	
titled All About Trans project as it raises awareness of 
trans people, their lives and coverage in the broadcast 
sector across the UK – including BBC English Regions.

World class diverse content
Our Children’s programmes are world leading and 
reach over half of all pre-schoolers and a third of all 
school aged children every week. CBeebies and CBBC 
continue to ensure that adults and children of all 
ethnic backgrounds and levels of ability are presented 
as stars, friends and aspiring role models for children.  
The approach taken by Children’s to ensure that 
diversity is a core objective for all staff whether they 
work on or off productions has delivered tangible 
results. 

Find	out	more:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/
grownups/

Progress during 2013 - 2014

(Top Image) Nina and the Neurons helps children understand basic science. 
CBeebies 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/grownups/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/grownups/
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(Top Image) Presenters Sarah Montague and Mishal Husain during the TODAY 
programme broadcast of October 10th 2013. The broadcast was during Mishal 
Husain’s	first	week	as	a	presenter	of	the	Radio	4	flagship	news	and	current	affairs	
programme.	(Right	Image)	In	the	flesh,	Maxine	(WUNMI MOSAKU) BBC Three

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013 Progress during 2013 - 2014

Programme and Commissioning highlights: 

•	 Recent drama commissions announced include 
a drama series epic, to be developed by Oscar 
winning Director Steve McQueen, Danny and 
the Human Zoo written by Lenny Henry, The 
Interceptor with O-T Fagbenle in a lead role, 
Doctor Foster, River and Mapp and Lucia.

“I’m very committed to 
broadening the range of 
diversity; whether that’s 
with more complex roles 
for women or greater 
representation across  
leading roles.”  

Charlotte Moore, Controller, BBC One

•	 New talent on our screens include Dr Maggie  
Aderin-Pocock who joined the Sky at Night as 
presenter following the death of Sir Patrick Moore.  
Liz Carr’s character Clarissa Mullery has returned  
for a second series in Silent Witness and new 
editors for BBC News have included Kamal  
Ahmed, Carrie Gracie, Laura Kuenssberg and  
Penny Marshall, while Mishal Husain joined the  
line-up of presenters for Today on Radio 4. 

•	 On the BBC News website we have continued 
with a broad range of coverage and opinion and 
our digital output is reaching young audiences with 
initiatives such as #BBCTrending , “Instafax” and 
new style reports such as “Syria in 90 seconds”.  
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•	 Radio 1 celebrated International Women’s Day 
with a 39-hour-long all-female line-up from 7-9 
March 2014.  Radio 1Xtra and BBC World News 
‘Focus on Africa’ showcased exciting African 
musical talent during the week, much of it 
recorded by DJ Edu and the 1Xtra team in  
Lagos, Nigeria.  

•	 Radio 2’s The Jeremy Vine Show has consistently 
covered a broad range of subjects in the last 
year from extensive coverage of Mandela’s death 
to reporting on Tom Daley and his openness 
regarding sexuality. 

•	 Radio 3 - The BBC Proms 2013 won BBC Radio’s 
award for Outstanding Contribution to Diversity 
for attracting new audiences to classical music.   

(Top Image) Wretch 32 performs at the Royal Albert Hall 
at	the	first	BBC	Urban	Proms

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013 Progress during 2013 - 2014

•	 Radio 4  - In Comedy Radio 4 featured Paul 
Sinha’s Citizenship Test and What Does the K 
Stand For?, a family sitcom about comedian 
Stephen K Amos’s teenage years. The Listening 
Project has included conversations with a 
transgender woman and her mother; two 
women from the traveller community; a man with 
Tourette’s Syndrome and his wife, and mothers of 
disabled teenagers discussing their sexuality. 

Access	the	Listening	Project:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/
radio4/features/the-listening-project 

•	 BBC Asian Network celebrated Bangladesh 
Music Week and Pakistan Music Week with 
live performances and showcasing musicians. 
There was also special Asian Christian Christmas 
programming. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/features/the-listening-project
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/features/the-listening-project
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BBC Award winning content – 
Highlighting diverse themes 

Mind Awards – Best Drama for The Village, Best Soap 
and Continuous Drama for Casualty, Radio for R1Xtra 
for Scorzayee and the S-Word, Current Affairs for 
Newsnight on Postpartum Psychosis and Journalist of 
the Year for Catrin Nye for Newsnight and BBC Asian 
Network

Stonewall –  Nominated for more awards than any 
other broadcaster, the BBC won Broadcast of the Year 
for CBBC’s Marrying Mum and Dad

RNIB App of the Month for the BBC Weather App 
for July 2013

Asian Media Awards - BBC Asian Network won 
Radio Station of the Year, Divya Talwar Journalist of 
the Year, Nihal for Best Radio Programme and Best 
Radio Presenter

(Top Image) The Village, (L-R) Grace (MAXINE PEAKE), John (JOHN SIMM), 
Young Bert (BILL JONES), Joe (NICO MIRALLEGRO) BBC One

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Increasing diversity  
on-air

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

This year our BBC Expert Women programme 
connected	with	164	women	who	are	experts	in	 
a range of disciplines. The women gained media  
training and broadcast presentation experience and 
were introduced to editors and teams from across 
the	BBC.	67	of	these	women	have	made	249	 
media appearances. 

BBC Expert Women 

BBC Expert Women
The Numbers

BAME Expert Day programme
As a result of the success for the programme in 
widening the pool of expert potential contributors, 
the BBC launched the same successful model in early 
2014, this time for BAME experts. Events are planned 
across the UK in the coming year.

40.85% Of	those	67	women	made	 
249 Media Appearances

2,000
164

Applications

Experts in disciplines such as 
Architecture, history, politics, 
business and engineering were 
chosen to participate

= 50 women

(Top Image) presented by Tina Daheley from the BBC Radio 1 Breakfast Show, 
Jacqui	Oatley,	the	first	female	commentator	on	Match	Of	The	Day	and	Sally	Nugent	
from BBC Breakfast  

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Diversifying our presenters on local radio
To address the acknowledged under-representation 
of female presenters on-air, we have run a mentoring 
programme for 20 female local radio presenters. 
Kirsty Young, Jenni Murray, Victoria Derbyshire, Ritula 
Shah, Jane Garvey, Fi Glover and Paddy O’Connell are 
all mentors on the programme. 

“This is a great opportunity. 
We want to encourage 
women presenters and offer 
first-rate	support	for	them	-	
and our brilliant local radio 
stations - across the country. 
This mentoring scheme is 
one of a number of ideas 
we have to help develop the 
incredible talent our country 
has to offer.”
Tony Hall, Director-General
March 2014

(Left Image) (L-R) Jenni Murray and Jane Garvey, 
Woman’s	Hour:	Radio	4

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Diverse Directors
We worked with Directors UK this year to tackle 
under-representation of women in directing roles. 
Workshops will now provide advice and guidance, 
tips and techniques on how to develop a successful 
directing career as well as opportunities to meet 
with BBC commissioners and executives. 

“This work addresses how 
best to improve our position 
on female directors; the aim 
is to devise a simple action 
plan that is deliverable and 
sustainable based on some 
of our success stories.” 

BBC Controller of Production Talent, Ian CritchleyKate Harwood, Outgoing BBC Head of Drama, 
England	commented	that	she	and	colleagues:

“..are keen to drive this 
initiative encouraging and 
supporting women directors 
either returning to work 
or developing their careers 
across the industry. We 
believe	this	is	the	first	step	
towards growing a more 
representative talent pool 
and we look forward to 
making a difference.” 

Diversifying our actors and performers
The BBC hosted a casting event for disabled actors, 
in partnership with Equity and ITV, to mark the 
International Day of Disabled People. 40 disabled 
actors each met four casting directors from the BBC, 
ITV, and independent production companies for an 
audition. 

Progress during 2013 - 2014Increasing Diversity on-airSharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013 Progress during 2013 - 2014Increasing Diversity on-airSharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013 Progress during 2013 - 2014

(Top	Image)	Flea,	directed	by	Vanessa	Caswill,	one	of	the	three	short	films	
commissioned for Original Drama Shorts on BBC iPlayer this year.
(L-R) Mighty (KATE HARDIE), Lil Sis (HARRIET MEARS), Flea (ALICE SYKES) 
and	Fat	F**k	(NEAL	BARRY),	BBC	iPlayer
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(Image) Eastenders actress Lisa Hammond on set
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Off Screen
Diversity Strategy Objective 3: 

Progress during 2013 - 2014

(Background image) The Planners, BBC Two

 
Achieving systematic and consistent 
consideration of equality and diversity  
within BBC planning and review processes, 
and meet our public purposes and duties 
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Making the case for the BBC’s future
As the BBC starts to develop a clear and compelling 
10-year vision for the corporation, diversity features 
clearly in the BBC’s corporate objectives for 2014-15, 
both in terms of representation on screen and in the 
workforce.	This	reflects	the	Director	of	Strategy	and	
Digital’s statements that diversity will be an important 
subject during charter review.

Understanding the impact of our 
decision-making on equality
Systematic and consistent consideration of equality 
and diversity in our strategic decision making or 
review processes is achieved through Equality 
Analyses.

Find	out	more:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/
equalityanalysis.html

Diversity in business cases for investment
All	proposals	for	significant	financial	investment	 
must show how they meet diversity objectives 
and how opportunities to eliminate any negative 
consequences on equality have been fully considered.

Distributing diversity data so that staff 
can make informed decisions
Diversity	2013	Briefings	were	delivered	this	year	
which provided comparative snapshots of audience, 
employee and onscreen diversity. 

The Diversity Centre produced a week-long 
festival of events focused on different facets 
of diversity to raise awareness of its relevance 
to	the	BBC’s	core	business.	10	events	in	five	
days covered a range of themes covering on 
and off air diversity. Some were delivered with 
external partners including an interview with 
Baroness Lawrence marking two decades 
since the murder of her son staged with the 
Royal	Television	Society:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/
ariel/26322982

Case Study
Reflect	and	Represent 

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) BBC employees discuss disability and career progression at the BBC, 
part	of	the	Diversity	Centre’s	Reflect	and	Represent	event,	February	2014

Progress during 2013 - 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/equalityanalysis.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/equalityanalysis.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ariel/26322982
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ariel/26322982
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Off Screen 
Diversity Strategy Objective 4:

Progress during 2013 - 2014

(Background image) Growing Up Down’s, BBC Three 

 
Building in accessibility from the start 
when developing new products and 
services, and ensuring sustainable and 
ongoing accessibility
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The BBC is committed to being inclusive and 
accessible to disabled people.  For our disabled 
audiences, accessibility is fundamental to receiving a 
quality service, so it is essential that all our services 
take this into account. Accessibility for our staff will 
ensure that we attract, develop and retain the most 
talented people to contribute to the creativity of the 
BBC.

Below are some examples of activity to build 
accessibility into our services, products and systems 
over the last year. (Information about work to support 
our	disabled	staff	is	reported	under:	advancing	equal	
opportunities) 

BBC’s Mobile Accessibility Standards
These Standards set out the accessibility requirements 
for everything we produce across all mobile 
applications. Their accompanying techniques and tests 
are unique to the BBC and put our work on mobile 
accessibility ahead of any other provider globally. The 
standards were developed in partnership, by BBC 
Sport, Weather, iPlayer and Radio product teams 
and were tested as part of the development of their 
various products. 

Systems Access Risk Assessment
We now evaluate all our internal IT systems’ 
accessibility along with the impact their accessibility 
has on our disabled staff. Importantly, this ongoing 
review of all existing and new systems will feature in 
the procurement of new systems. 

Customer service training:
Training has been delivered by the National Autistic 
Society to staff who manage our customer service 
teams, to help improve the service that disabled 
people can expect when they correspond with us. 

Ofcom Television Access Services:
Ofcom sets annual quotas for subtitling, audio 
description and signing of our television programmes 
and we report progress to Ofcom twice a year.  

We continue to lead the industry in this respect. 
In	the	first	half	of	2013	we	met	our	quotas	(within	
0.4%) for subtitling and signing on all our channels, 
and exceeded our quotas for audio description 
across all channels - many of them delivering twice 
the quota.

Find	out	more:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/accessibility/

Accessibility

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) My Life, CBBC

Progress during 2013 - 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/accessibility/
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Off Screen 
Diversity Strategy Objective 5: 

Progress during 2013 - 2014

(Background Image) Sweat The Small Stuff; Melvin, Nick Grimshaw,  
Rochelle Humes, BBC Three

  
Advancing equal opportunities to 
diversify and develop our workforce at  
all	levels	to	better	reflect	our	audiences
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Key highlights from divisional action planning for 
employment	are	below:

“With	this	being	such	a	sensitive	subject	matter	finding	
young people to talk to was tricky – but being able 
to meet with the Salford Ambassadors Creative Hub 
was great as they are our target audience. Getting 
their input early on has been invaluable.”

Ashley Kennedy, Development Producer  
for Network Current Affairs

“I graduated from MYP with a tangible achievement in 
the form of a broadcast-level TV programme to show 
prospective employers…. I am currently working as 
Production Management Assistant on The One Show. 
The role is teaching me how a live production comes 
together and valuable skills, both administrative and 
organisational…., ”

Elaina	Boatang:	Production	Management	Assistant, 
The One Show

Case Study
BBC North

Created the Salford Ambassadors Creative 
Hub to introduce programme makers to 
members	of	BBC	staff	who	reflect	the	audience	
demographics where there are the biggest gaps 
in relation to consumption and appreciation 
of BBC programmes. By pitching programme 
ideas and consulting with staff, programme 
makers gained a further understanding of how 
to broaden appeal to various under-served 
audience groups.

Case Study
Television Diversity Action Plan

Television	has	benefited	from	the	wide	variety	
of experiences and contributions from the 
MAMA Youth Project trainees. Diversity is a key 
strength of the MYP, which works with young 
people from a wide range of social and ethnic 
backgrounds. Increasing diversity, coupled with 
the ability to produce trainees with strong core 
production skills and well developed soft skills, 
has been central to the success of the BBC’s 
partnership over the last 12 months. 

Diversity action Plans

(Top Image) Radio 1’s Big Weekend Derry, Londonderry, 2013’s City of Culture

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Understanding the Impact of our  
Decision Making on Equality 
Systematic and consistent consideration of equality 
and diversity in our employment planning and review 
processes is achieved through Equality Analyses.  

Find	out	more:	http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/
equalityanalysis.html

Strategic Partnerships for Diversity
Capita provides outsourced HR services to the 
BBC, including an Access Service, which provides 
a reasonable adjustment service for staff that is 
unique within the media sector.  During the year we 
have	made	significant	progress	in	raising	the	profile	
amongst staff of this tailored support, via UK wide 
workshops and training. 

New strategic partnerships have also been established 
to increase access for diverse entry level talent. 

“The BBC has partnered with the Stephen 
Lawrence Trust and Job Centres across London 
to recruit BAME talent onto a government 
funded traineeship programme aimed at 
preparing young unemployed people to 
apply for a BBC apprenticeship. Time is spent 
working at the BBC and at College, developing 
personal and professional media skills as 
well	as	attaining	a	recognised	qualification	in	
media from Westminster Kingsway College. 
This partnership is about skill development, 
increasing professional networks and providing 
employment opportunities. 17 young people 
started with us in 2014’’

Claire	Paul:	Head	of	Trainee	Schemes

Case Study
Partnering with JobCentre 
Plus & Stephen Lawrence Trust 

Equality Analyses  
& Consultations

100  
Assessments

4500  
Advice queries
answered

3000  
Adjustments 

3400  
Hours in human 
support (facilitation)

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013 Progress during 2013 - 2014

(Top Image) Graduation ceremony for the Stephen Lawrence BBC Training 
programme trainees with Baroness Doreen Lawrence

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/equalityanalysis.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/equalityanalysis.html
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Disability Guidance
Following engagement activity with disabled staff and 
their managers, a new Guide to Retaining Disabled 
staff was launched in Autumn 2014.
 
Read	our...	http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/disability/
guide.html 

We also developed dedicated web pages on disability 
advice, resources, guidance and policies for disabled 
staff, their colleagues and managers.  Guidance 
for production areas and advice on how to make 
adjustments for disabled contributors and studio 
audiences is included. 

Bullying & Harassment  
Policy and Guidance
The BBC, in its response to the Respect at Work 
(RaW) Review has completed work on a revised 
Bullying & Harassment Policy and behavioural 
guidance. 

Monitoring
The BBC currently collects data relating to employment 
covering Ethnicity, Gender, Disability, Age, Religion & 
Belief and Sexual Orientation. In addition, we have 
responded to the Fair Access to the Professions  
Report (May 2012) by Alan Milburn, by taking the  
lead in the media sector and have started to collect 
socio-economic data to help inform targeted work  
to increase social diversity at the BBC.

During 2013 we began to collect data for our 
Traineeships & Schemes, to understand the social 
background of those successfully making it onto 
our Trainee schemes. We can now better target 
recruitment to increase social diversity. In March 2014 
we introduced social diversity monitoring for all new 
recruits.  

At the end of 2013, we also started to collect diversity 
data	on	our	freelancer	community	and	are	the	first	
broadcaster	to	do	so.	This	is	a	significant	step	forward	 
in developing a deeper understanding of the entire BBC 
workforce.  Once we have collected enough reliable 
data to provide a robust analysis, we will add this to 
our next annual reporting pack (Equality Information 
Report 2014).

(Background Image) Evan Davis In the tunnels being built for Crossrail, 
London’s newest railway, in the Canary Wharf area. BBC Two

Policy and Guidance

Progress during 2013 - 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/disability/guide.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/disability/guide.html
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30%
Female FM Staff 
2017 target

264 
Female Staff in 2012

282  
Female Staff in 2013  
+0.1% over the reporting period

24.1% 
Staff are Female  
in Future Media

Employee Diversity in Future Media
2013 - 2013 Results

= 10 people

Employee Diversity Targets Reporting
A full list of our workforce diversity targets can be 
found	on	the	Diversity	Centre	Website:	

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/workforce.html

And a full set of workforce demographics at both 
“All staff” and “Leadership Staff levels” is set out in 
Appendices: Annual EO pack.

Bullying and Harassment Reporting 
The Respect at Work report was published 
in May 2013. The report made a number of 
recommendations including ways to address bullying 
and	harassment.		Bullying	and	harassment	figures	
relating to the period from April 2013 to March 2014 
are set in the appendices to this report. 

See Appendices: B&H Case Data

Reporting against Targets

Progress during 2013 - 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/workforce.html
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788
Disabled Staff in 2013  
+0.1% increase since 2012

248
BAME Staff  
Leadership Grade 
+0.2% over the 
reporting period 

Employee Diversity Across the BBC 
2013 - 2013 Results

2522 
BAME Staff in 2012

773
Disabled Staff in 2012

2553 
BAME Staff in 2013  
+0.2% increase since 2012
stands	at	12.6%	above	the	BAME	
working age population at 12.1%

= 50 people

92
Disabled Staff   
Leadership Grade 
+0.1% in 2014

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Recruitment
2013/2014 trends are similar to the previous 
reporting period. BAME groups perform below 
average at both stages of the recruitment process. 
Disabled groups perform below average at the 
interview stage. Women have positive conversion 
rates at both stages of the recruitment process.

Retention (Leavers & Joiners) Leavers     Joiners 

Disabled 
- 9 

BAME 
+48 

 +73
+777

Under 29 

LGB 

BAME joiners exceeded leavers by 48 over the 
reporting period. This is a marked improvement 
compared to the previous reporting period where  
a net loss of 32 BAME staff was recorded. 

Disabled leavers exceeded joiners giving a net loss 
of 9 disabled employees. However, the gap between 
leavers and joiners shows a marked decrease from 
2012,	where	a	net	loss	of	69	disabled	employees	 
was recorded. 

Under 29s are the only age groups where joiners 
exceeded leavers.

LGB group joiners exceeded leavers by a total of  
73 LGB employees.

See Appendices: Leavers & joiners.

Equal Pay Reporting
The Equality Act 2010 legislates for equal pay and the 
BBC conducts an equal pay audit annually according 
to Equality and Human Rights Commission best 
practice guidance. 

See Appendices: Equal Pay

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Promotions    Attachments (Secondments) 

Transfers

BAME Disabled Men

0% 0% 0%

+0.5% +0.5% +0.5%

-2.5% -2.5% -2.5%

+1% +1% +1%

-2% -2% -2%

+1.5% +1.5% +1.5%

-1.5% -1.5% -1.5%

+2% +2% +2%

-1% -1% -1%

+2.5% +2.5% +2.5%

-0.5% -0.5% -0.5%

Career Development (Internal Movers)
Percentages of Promotions, Attachments (Secondments) and Transfers

Women have recorded a small decrease in 
attachments, promotions and transfers but 
are still over-represented compared to their 
workforce population.

See Appendices: Internal Movers Promotions    Attachments (Secondments) 

Transfers

Promotions    Attachments (Secondments) 

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Redundancy Trends 

BAME groups have a redundancy rate of 12.5%. 
This	is	proportionate	compared	to	the	12.6%	staff	
population and is the same rate of redundancy as 
recorded in the previous reporting period.

Disabled groups have a redundancy rate of 4.8%. 
Disabled groups are slightly over-represented 
compared to the 3.8% disabled staff population. The 
rate of redundancy for disabled staff shows a 0.7% 
increase compared to the previous reporting period.

BAME Staff 

Disabled Staff 

Women Staff

LGB Staff 

BAME 

BAME Staff
12.5% Redundancy 
12.6%	Staff 

LGB Staff
4%.0 Redundancy 

Women Staff
51.9% Redundancy 
48.6%	Staff 

Disabled Staff
4.8% Redundancy 
3.8% Staff 

Disabled  
Redundancy rate

Women  
Redundancy rate

LGB  
Redundancy rate

Women have a redundancy rate of 51.9% compared 
to	the	48.6%	staff	population.	The	rate	of	redundancy	
for women shows a 1.1% increase compared to the 
previous reporting period.

LGB groups have a redundancy rate of 4%, which is 
proportionate to the 3.9% LGB staff population. There 
has been a reduction in the redundancy rate for LGB 
groups of 0.2% compared to the previous reporting 
period. See Appendices: Reason for Leaving

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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(Top Image) Young British amateur hair stylists compete in Hair, BBC 3
(Right Image) BBC Young Musician 2013, cellist Laura van der Heijden

Diversifying the 
Talent Pipeline 

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

Developing a diverse talent 
pipeline is central to achieving 
our diversity aspirations.  

Attraction & Entry level Talent
Attraction - during 2013/14 the BBC invested 
in trialling a number of different attraction and 
recruitment strategies to enhance the diversity of 
our entry level talent. The approaches used are 
based on data and trends on successful applicants. 
New and successful approaches to attraction 
undertaken	this	year	include:

•	 Use of Social Media to attract diverse applicants 
including LinkedIn;

•	 Use of staff Facebook, Instagram & Twitter feeds 
to widen awareness;

•	 Using BBC Talent to promote schemes via their 
twitter feeds;

•	 Broader use of job boards to attract diverse 
applicants;

In early 2014 we began to explore external 
partnerships aimed at improving the numbers of 
disabled people who apply to the BBC, as we know 
that these numbers are disproportionally low. We 
are also enhancing our existing Extend programme.

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Case Study 
Building on Extend

The Extend scheme provides placements for up 
to 30 disabled talented people, across all areas 
of the BBC. This year, the programme was been 
extended to recruit two cohorts and  now 
includes	a	strong	development	programme:	 
 
•	 Line Manager Disability training for hosting 

managers
•	 Mentors & Mentor Training
•	 Mentee Training
•	 Monthly Personal Development and 

Objective reviews
•	 Career Development Workshops

“The Extend Scheme has given me a chance to work 
in a team who challenge me and support me in 
equal measure. My disability is made irrelevant by the 
organisation	of	the	scheme:	from	access	assessments	
prior to joining, to developmental reviews with 
my line manager and other colleagues throughout. 
….Fundamentally, Extend has allowed me to get my 
wheels in the door of the BBC and I hope this is just 
the start of my career here.”

Tom	Buckman:	Extendee

(Top Image) Liz Carr returns for her second series as Clarissa Mullery  
with Ashley Walters as DI Dale Carter in Silent Witness, BBC One

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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The BBC has made a public commitment to increase 
significantly	the	number	of	apprentices	from	74	in	2012	
to 170 by the end of 2015. We are already ahead of 
our target, but we are determined to do more. A key 
action for 2014- 15 will be to extend the new models 
of	recruitment	we	have	piloted	this	year,	such	as:

(Top Image) BBC’s Director General,Tony Hall with Apprentices

New Models of 
Recruitment

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

Take it On, utilises social media, the careers hub 
and ‘guerrilla’ activities - such as presenters using 
their twitter accounts to advertise Take it On and 
those familiar with the programme putting links 
to it on their personal Facebook accounts. Work 
with media projects, and youth organisations, 
to promote the scheme to groups that would 
not automatically search the BBC website, is 
also important. Key elements of the shortlisting 
process differentiates Take it On from the BBC’s 
traditional	recruitment	model:	Emphasis	in	
shortlisting	criteria	is	on:

•	 Creativity
•	 Embrace & actively explore digital media
•	 Understanding a diverse young audience
•	 Understanding of Radio 1/1Xtra
•	 Experience	in	a	media	or	creative	field	 

(not professional paid media experience) 

Case Study
Take it On Radio 1/1Xtra Intern Scheme- 
New Models of Recruitment 

Removing the weighting on paid work 
experience	and	academic	qualifications	has	had	
a marked effect on the diversity of successful 
candidates.  Additionally, the contributions of  
Take it On recruits have had a major positive 
impact on editorial decisions and approaches to 
social media for Radio 1and 1Xtra. 

‘Quite simply Radio 1 and 
1Xtra’s output is better 
because of interns – having 
more young diverse people 
working on projects creates 
ideas that are exciting, 
challenging and new.’ 
Ben	Cooper:	Controller	Radio	1/1Xtra

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Career Development & Progression
Career development and progression is crucial 
both for encouraging and retaining talent and for 
increasing diversity at more senior levels.  A lack of 
apparent opportunities for progression has been 
identified	by	both	BAME	and	Disabled	staff	in	the	last	
12 – 18 months and data analysis had revealed some 
disproportionate impact. 

In response, two successful mentoring pilots were 
delivered in 2013/14 for Disabled and BAME groups.

Elev8 - Mentoring and development programme for 
disabled	staff:

A targeted career and personal development scheme 
for disabled staff was launched in partnership with  
BBC Ability, the BBC disabled staff forum. Elev8 is  
open to all disabled BBC staff in grades 5-8. The 
scheme’s primary objective is to equip staff with  
the	skills	and	confidence	to	maximise	their	potential.	 
Year two launches later in 2014. 

“The scheme is working 
well for me – I have found 
it empowering and have 
enjoyed the training courses 
which have been arranged 
for us.”
Elev8 Participant

“I’ve been meeting with my 
mentee regularly over the 
last 9 months. It’s been a 
great experience and I’m 
delighted to see all the 
progress she’s made both in 
the project she leads and in 
her career in general.”
Kim Thomas, Senior Editorial Policy Adviser,  
Elev8 Mentor 

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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(Background Image) Diaries of a Broken Mind, BBC 3
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1.3%- 
Women promotion  

rates 2012-13
 

I’m a focused and self-motivated multimedia 
journalist but I have experienced a few setbacks 
and obstacles in my career….  I was matched 
with an award winning radio producer for a year. 
He	helped	me	find	practical	ways	to	improve	my	
career prospects. After an initial meeting we put 
together an action-plan….  My mentor helped 
me put together a presentation for a story idea.
..Specially commissioned by BBC Magazine and 
On Demand, the story was followed up by 
several news agencies... Linked to the front page 
of the BBC News website, it became the eighth 
most watched feature. This is how the BBAF 
scheme can help. 

“I have found the Mentor scheme extremely useful 
as it enabled me to nurture and empower my 
Mentee whilst helping her to fully focus on career 
and personal development .This has contributed to 
my own development has I have had to give honest 
feedback as well as setting realistic objectives.”

Winston	Phillip:	BBAF	Mentor	&	BBAF	Chairperson

“I continue to gain immensely from my mentoring 
experience; my mentor has helped with my 
personal	development	and	self-confidence.	His	
guidance, support and goal setting has worked 
well for me and allowed me to tap into a creative 
ability I did not realise I had or could even use 
productively.  Listening and believing in my ability  
has encouraged me to create what was just a 
dream in to a reality”.

Karen	Greenridge:	BBAF	Mentee

RISE and the BBC Black & Asian Forum 
(BBAF) Mentoring Scheme pilot
The BBAF Mentoring Scheme ran successfully 
in 2013/14 and delivered a number of career 
development outcomes. We have since partnered 
with the BBAF to launch RISE - a larger programme 
for 42 BAME participants from grades 4-8, which will 
feature additional training, career planning sessions and 
Action Learning Sets for last year’s participants.

Through building on two successful mentoring pilots 
delivered this year and ensuring a sharper divisional 
focus on career development, there has been a small 
improvement in career development outcomes for 
both BAME and disabled groups. BAME groups have 
increased promotion rates by 1.3% between 2012-
2013 and a 0.5% increase in promotions for Disabled 
staff over the same reporting period.

Promotions for women have reduced by 1.3%, 
however women are still better represented than  
men in all aspects of Career Development; 
Attachments (secondments), Transfers & Promotions. 
See Appendices: Internal Movers 

Case Study
BBAF Mentoring Scheme 

1.3%+ 
BAME promotion  

rates 2012-13
 

0.5%+  
Disabled 

promotion  
rates

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Understanding the diversity of our potential 
future leaders has formed an important part of 
work over the last year. Work is underway to 
address under-representation and to build more 
conscious consideration of diversity and senior level 
accountability for identifying and nurturing diverse 
talent.  

Key actions for 2014/15 will be improving how we 
monitor progress on this across all divisions and 
the delivery of enhanced training for those making 
decisions relating to staff development.

Unconscious Bias Training
Unconscious Bias training has been delivered to over 
100 of the wider management group over the last 
year. Raising awareness of the potential for bias - for 
specific	groups	of	decision	makers	-	is	an	important	
part of creating an inclusive workplace where talent 
can	flourish.	We	continue	to	roll	out	the	training	to	
leadership teams.

‘Supporting Disabled Staff’ Training
We are currently delivering an extensive programme 
of training for line managers on how to support 
disabled staff more effectively.  The aim is to equip 
managers to support disabled staff and to help 
encourage greater retention of disabled employees.

Diversity Out of the Box Training
Progress against our 25% staff completion target for 
Diversity:	Out	of	The	Box	is	evident	as	completion	
rates have risen from 5.14% in 2013 to 9.1% as at 
March 2014, but we still remain some way off our 
target.

Bullying & Harassment Training 
A central recommendation of the Respect at Work 
Review was to ensure that staff are appropriately 
trained to recognise and respond appropriately to 
Bullying & Harassment.  We have developed a Bullying 
and Harassment on-line training module this year and 
all staff are encouraged to complete it.

“This is a very valuable couple 
of hours. ..... everyone came 
out stimulated, thoughtful 
and enthused. There are a 
lot of laughs and a few gasps 
and most importantly, some 
practical ways forward too… 
And it’s fun.”
Helen	Boaden:	Director	of	Radio	
(on Unconscious Bias Training)

Diversifying Future 
Leadership -  
Training

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) BBC Radio presenter Gemma Cairney with Salif Keita  
for	BBC	Radio	6	Music	Celebrates	African	Music

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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Diversity Network Activities
The BBC supports three pan-BBC Staff Networks, 
BBAF (Black and Asian Staff Forum), BBC Ability 
(Disabled Staff Forum) and BBC PRIDE (LGBT staff 
forum). We also have two active divisional women’s 
networks:	GWIN	(Global	Women	in	News)	and	FAB	
(Finance & Business) Women’s network. We have 
worked with our Staff Networks to deliver some 
incredible	events	this	year	including:

The	BBAF	Mandela	Lectures:
The BBAF in association with the Diversity Centre 
Reflect	&	Represent	festival	organised	a	lecture	in	
honour of Nelson Mandela. Three distinct speakers, 
talked about diversity issues affecting different 
communities based on one of Mandela’s quotes. 
Winnie Byanyima CEO of Oxfam, Akala & Shabbiyah 
Pervez each delivered powerful speeches. Since 
the event there has been a marked increase in staff 
wishing to become be involved with the BBAF.

BBC	Ability:	‘Everything	you	wanted	to	know	about	
disability but were afraid to ask’ 
Earlier this year, BBC Ability hosted its fourth event in 
a series for Sport in Salford. Former Paralympian and 
sports presenter Kate Grey Chaired a discussion panel 
with Paralympic swimmer Claire Cashmore, journalist 
and presenter Mani Djazmi and sports editor Jon 
Buckley.

BBC	PRIDE:	LGB	Portrayal		 
Intermedia is a new umbrella network for LGBT  
staff networks in the media. BBC Pride hosted its 1st 
birthday event which served as a platform to share 
with	the	industry,	the	BBC’s	research	findings	on	the	
portrayal of LGB people. 

Employee  
Engagement

Sharing Our Story Equality and diversity at the BBC 2013

(Top Image) Ritula Shah, presenter of the BBC Radio 4 programme The World 
Tonight (Right Image) Professor Mary Beard explores the life and times of the 
notorious Roman emperor Caligula, BBC Two

BBC Employee Representative  
Equality Forum
The BBC Employee Representative Equality Forum 
(BEREF) provides an opportunity for the BBC too 
share information, consult on equality and diversity 
matters and listen to any issues and concerns from 
BBC employee representatives including Staff Diversity 
Network chairs and Union representatives. Meetings 
are held twice a year.

Progress during 2013 - 2014
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BBC Equality Objectives  
2013 - 2014

(Background Image) Bad Education, Grayson (JACK BENCE), Remm Dogg 
(JACK BINSTEAD), Mitchell (CHARLIE WERNHAM) BBC Three
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BBC Equality Objectives 2013 (Progress)

Achieve 
systematic 
and consistent 
consideration 
of equality and 
diversity within 
BBC planning 
and review 
processes, and 
meet our public 
purposes and 
duties

Connect with 
our audiences, 
including our 
underserved 
audiences, 
using different 
methods to 
inform the 
quality and 
direction of our 
content

Internal equality 
and diversity 
review across 
strategic contract 
management 
(presented May 
2012)

Snapshot 
portrayal analysis 
– commissioned 
in 2012 and early 
findings	available	in	
February 2013

Conduct and publish audience research 
on portrayal of gender, and gender 
reassignment	and	publicise	the	findings	
internally

Explore collecting diversity monitoring 
information through TV Licensing and 
BBC Information 

Ongoing:	qualitative	research	has	been	
commissioned looking at the nature of 
portrayal of men and women, including 
trans people. BBC-led quantitative 
analysis will also be conducted. To be 
reported October 2014.

Ongoing work to identify the 
opportunities.

Equality analysis of 
DQF

Undertake equality analyses of all 
relevant proposals under the Delivering 
Quality First strategy and act on the 
findings	

Undertake equality analysis of all relevant 
procurement at strategic contracts level 
and inform procurement policy and 
guidance	to	reflect	responsibilities	under	
the equality duty

Deliver training on equality, diversity 
and inclusion for key project and 
procurement managers 

Ongoing – equality analyses have been 
conducted where appropriate, including 
on a further strategy review

Complete - strategic contracts for 
facilities management services, security 
and catering were procured with 
equality and diversity considered 
throughout. 

Ongoing – conducting unconscious bias 
training with procurement teams

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

UpdateStrategic 
Equality & 
Diversity 
Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Deliver 
high quality 
programming 
which	reflects	
modern Britain 
accurately and 
authentically

Build in 
accessibility from 
the start when 
developing 
new products 
and services, 
and ensuring 
sustainable 
and ongoing 
accessibility

Creative Diversity 
Network (CDN) 
snapshot portrayal 
analysis (2010)

Work with BBC Access to set a KPI for 
subtitling of new internal audio-visual 
content

All new internal IT systems and products 
will build in accessibility from the start so 
that they are accessible to disabled staff

Ongoing – the current focus is on 
subtitling existing video content to be 
transferred to the BBC’s new intranet 
site. A policy on the subtitling of future 
video content has also been developed 

Ongoing - the Systems Accessibility 
Risk Assessment project is currently 
identifying owners of approximately 
2,000 internal systems and conducting 
assessments to help determine the 
feasibility of making these systems more 
accessible for disabled staff 

Work in partnership with Trans Media 
Watch and On Road Media on Phase 
two of Trans Media Action developing 
workshops for 25 media professionals 
across the industry

Conduct content analysis of peak time 
across BBC television services to analyse 
the diversity of the TV population

Complete. On Road Media conducted 
informal interactions with 40 media 
professionals across the industry, 
including 15 from the BBC. The BBC will 
support the third phase of the project 
taking this interactive approach across 
the country

Complete:	findings	were	taken	to	the	
Television Commissioning and Services 
Group and Genre Boards. All channels 
and genres were asked by the Director 
of Television to identify 3 key actions to 
improve diversity of portrayal on screen, 
deliverable by January 2015. A further 
content analysis will be commissioned 
next year

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

UpdateStrategic 
Equality & 
Diversity 
Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Advance equal 
opportunities 
to diversity 
and develop 
our workforce 
and out senior 
leaders so that 
they better 
reflect	our	
audience

Undertake the Rose (Respect at Work) 
Review to assess current BBC policy, 
practice and culture in relation to sexual 
harassment and bullying and harassment 

The report from the Respect at Work 
(‘Rose	Review’)	was	published	here:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/
insidethebbc/howweworkreports/
respectatwork.html

A new Bullying and Harassment policy 
and guidance was developed together 
with a dedicated helpline for staff. 
Online training has been developed 
and will begin rolling out shortly. 
Internal mediators have been trained 
and grievances will now be heard by 
representatives from outside the relevant 
department 

All disabled staff relocating receive an 
access assessment and any reasonable 
adjustments are in place before they 
start

Policies are in place to ensure this 
happens systematically 

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

Update

Build in 
accessibility from 
the start when 
developing 
new products 
and services, 
and ensuring 
sustainable 
and ongoing 
accessibility
(Continued)

Strategic 
Equality & 
Diversity 
Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/reports/respectatwork.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/reports/respectatwork.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/reports/respectatwork.html
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Advance equal 
opportunities 
to diversity 
and develop 
our workforce 
and out senior 
leaders so that 
they better 
reflect	our	
audience
(Continued)

Undertake equality analyses of 
employment related proposals under the 
Delivering Quality First strategy and act 
on	the	findings	

25% of staff to complete the online 
course:	Diversity:	Out	of	the	Box	

At least 75% of staff at grade 10 and 
above to have an objective for the year 
relating to diversity 

Ongoing:	as	of	31	March	2014	 
the completion rate was 9.1%

This	action	is	currently	reflected	in	all	
Diversity Action Plans - progress will be 
measured. 

Complete

Achieve workforce diversity targets  
by	2017:	

Ethnicity at all staff level -  14.2%
Ethnicity at senior level  - 10%
Disability at all staff level- 5.3%
Disability at senior level - 5%
Women in Future Media  
at all staff level -  30%
Women in Technology  
at all staff level -  30%

As	of	31	March:

Ethnicity	at	all	staff	level	-		 12.6%
Ethnicity at senior level  - 8.7%
Disability at all staff level- 3.7%
Disability at senior level - 3.1%
Women in Future Media  
at all staff level -  23.7%
Women in Technology  
at all staff level -  28.4%

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

UpdateStrategic 
Equality & 
Diversity 
Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Achieve systematic and consistent 
consideration of equality and 
diversity within BBC planning and 
review processes, and meet our 
public purposes and duties

Setting Strategy 
Review BBC Diversity Strategy

Ensure diversity is a strong 
component in the case for 
charter review and a licence 
fee funded BBC 

June 2014 - 
March 2015

Challenging and 
checking our progress 
Establish an externally led and 
representative advisory group 
on diversity - to advise the 
BBC’s leadership.

April 2015

July 2014

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

Timeline

Connect with our audiences, including 
our underserved audiences, using 
different methods to inform the quality 
and direction of our content

Deliver high quality programming 
which	reflects	modern	Britain	
accurately and authentically

BBC Portrayal analysis of 
diversity in 2012

Monitor progress and 
set portrayal targets 
for on screen 
BAME:	15%	(currently	10.4%)	
Disability 5% (currently 1.2%)
To be met by March 2017

Ensure that strategic 
contracts procured in 2014 
meet the equality duty

Commission audience 
research on representation 
and portrayal of ethnicity

March 2015

Strategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2014

June 2014

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

TimelineStrategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

Deliver high quality programming 
which	reflects	modern	Britain	
accurately and authentically

Commission portrayal analysis 
of diversity for 2014

Implement cross industry 
portrayal measurement tool 
to measure (a) on screen 
portrayal and (b) diversity of 
production crews. Working with 
Creative Diversity Network 
on standardised measurement 
tools.

BBC Portrayal analysis of 
diversity in 2012 

BBC corporate objective 
to improve portrayal of 
the nations, regions and 
communities 

Industry wide portrayal 
analysis of diversity in ‘09
BBC internal portrayal 
diversity monitoring data

March 2015 
(dependent on 
pan- industry 
project timescales)

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

TimelineStrategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

Deliver high quality programming 
which	reflects	modern	Britain	
accurately and authentically

Encourage and actively 
develop diversity on 
screen by:
- Creating a new £2.1m 
Diversity Creative Talent Fund 
- to encourage writers, talent 
and production with projects 
that	specifically	address	our	
diverse portrayal challenge 
across every genre (with an 
initial focus on BAME talent 
and projects).

- Appointing new Disability 
Executive in TV - to work 
across the BBC to improve 
programming, commissioning 
and portrayal of disabled 
people including talent 
management 

From September 
2014

September 2014

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

TimelineStrategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

Build in accessibility from the start 
when developing new products and 
services, and ensuring sustainable and 
ongoing accessibility

Advance equal opportunities to 
diversify and develop our workforce 
and our senior leaders so that they 
better	reflect	our	audience	

Build in accessibility 
from the start
-	Audit	and	Action:	Complete	
100% of System, Accessibility, 
Risk, Assessment (SARA)

Up-skill managers 
to manage diversity 
and achieve greater 
accountability:
-	Training:	75%	of	staff	to	
complete	Diversity:	Out	of	the	
Box training module

-	Performance	Management:	
75% of staff at grade 10 and 
above to have a diversity 
objective 

Progress against 
workforce targets 
BAME (all staff) – 14.2%
BAME-(senior ) – 10%
Disability (all staff ) – 5.3%
Disability (senior) – 5%
Women:	Future	Media	 
(all staff level) – 30%
Women:	Technology	 
(all staff level) – 30%

Disabled Staff Engagement 
Project	findings

Divisional and Academy 
monitoring data

Divisional monitoring data

By March 2015

June 2014 - 
March 2015

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Advance equal opportunities to 
diversify and develop our workforce 
and our senior leaders so that they 
better	reflect	our	audience	

Divisional monitoring data Introduce new targets:
- BAME targets for TV and 
Radio production, Broadcast 
Journalism and Commissioning 
and	Scheduling	at:
10% by March 2017 15%  
by March 2020.

Develop a diverse BBC 
Leadership:
- Establish BBC 
Assistant Commissioner 
Development Programme 
–		Appoint	6	BAME	Assistant	
Commissioners in Comedy, 
Entertainment Drama, Factual, 
Daytime and Children’s for a 1 
year programme - with option 
to extend. 

- The DG Leadership 
programme	-	6	BAME	
people on placement with 
Executive Team and to 
receive leadership training 
from the Clore Leadership 
Development Programme. 

From July 2014

From September 
2014

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

TimelineStrategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Advance equal opportunities to 
diversify and develop our workforce 
and our senior leaders so that they 
better	reflect	our	audience	

Outcomes of review of 
Extend Programme

Recruitment data analyses

Increase and support 
diverse applicants and 
entrants by: 
- Building on the Extend 
programme for disabled 
people to work in production, 
offer 30 p/a placements  
pan-BBC and boost retention 
rates

- Working in partnership 
with disability support 
organisation/s open up 150 
posts to disabled people to do 
vital off screen jobs in  
the BBC. 

- Working in partnership with 
Creative	Access:	to	start	with	
20 BME graduate internships.

From July 2014 - 
March 2015

From September 
2014

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

TimelineStrategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Advance equal opportunities to 
diversify and develop our workforce 
and our senior leaders so that they 
better	reflect	our	audience	

Recruitment data analyses Develop and retain 
existing talent: 
- Launch Rise – mentoring 
and career development 
programmed for low/ mid 
grade BAME talent for 40 + 
staff (July 2014)

- Run year 2 of Elev8 – 
mentoring and career 
development programmed for 
low/mid  grade  disabled talent 
for 25 + staff (September 
2014)

- Mentoring – all senior 
managers to mentor at least 
two members of staff, one of 
whom to be either female, 
BAME or disabled at grade 
10+ (on-going)

From September 
2014  

Equality 
Information  
used  

Specific and 
measurable  
Equality Objective

TimelineStrategic Equality & 
Diversity Objective 

BBC Equality Objectives 2013 - 2014
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Annex 
How we measure perfomance

Each division has a board representative, Diversity 
Accountable Lead, who is responsible for ensuring 
their department meets its duties on equality and 
diversity and contributes to delivering  pan BBC 
diversity objectives and the actions above as relevant.

Divisions report progress twice a year that informs 
this report, which is tabled annually to both the 
Executive Board and the BBC Trust. 

In addition to this report and the objectives and 
actions above, divisional Diversity Action plans are  
also published each year. A full list for 2014/15 is 
available	through	the	BBC	Diversity	Website:	
 
Read	our...	http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/
diversity-action-plans.html

The Executive Team reviews overall progress against 
the Diversity Strategy and the objective and actions 
detailed above.  Compliance with the public sector 
equality duty forms part of the Executive Board 
quarterly Compliance Report.  

A central Diversity Centre supports and co-ordinates 
work by providing specialist advice on equality and 
diversity issues across the organisation - on and off air. 
In particular the team supports managers on divisional 
boards and the Executive Team to further integrate 
diversity across BBC policy and practice.  

For 2014- 15, a small pan BBC steering committee 
will also drive and report on progress against a set of 
7	specific	diversity	actions,	announced	and	sponsored	
by the Director General this year and detailed above 
(see Objectives and actions 2014 page 58). 

Executive Board member, Anne Bulford, Managing 
Director, Finance and Operations is the BBC’s 
Disability Equality Champion and chairs BBC Access, 
a senior level forum of divisional representatives and 
access leads, designed to maintain and improve the 
accessibility of our services for licence fee payers and 
the workplace.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/diversity-action-plans.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/diversity/strategy/diversity-action-plans.html
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Contacting the BBC
If you want information or to know more about 
how the BBC is run please visit www.bbc.co.uk/
aboutthebbc Here	you	will	also	find	a	blog	where	
senior staff and experts regularly give an insider’s  
view of what is happening at the BBC.

For tickets to shows, tours and events please visit 
www.bbc.co.uk/showsandtours

If you have a comment, appreciation or complaint 
about BBC programmes and services please visit
www.bbc.co.uk/feedback.

Or write to BBC Audience Services,
PO Box 1922, Darlington, DL3 0UR

Comment	line	tel:	03700	100	222*
Other	queries	tel:	03700	100	123*
Textphone	03700	100	212*

Lines are open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Photographs are used ©BBC or used under the terms of the PACT agreement. 

† Calls maybe recorded for training purposes.
*	0	370	numbers	are	‘UK	wide’	and	cost	no	more	than	calls	to	01
or 02 geographic numbers.

BBC Trust
If you have any comments or questions about the 
work of the BBC Trust you can contact it direct by 
post, email, or telephone.

BBC Trust Unit
1st Floor
180 Great Portland Street
London W1W 5QZ

Email:	trust.enquiries@bbc.co.uk
Telephone:	BBC	Information	line
03700	103	100†*
Textphone:	03700	100	212*

Lines open Monday to Friday between
9.30am and 5.30pm.

Lines are open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

BBC Audience Councils
The Audience Councils in England, Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland, help the BBC Trust to 
understand the needs and concerns of audiences 
throughout the UK.

To	contact	the	Audience	Councils:

Audience Council England
Email:	audiencecouncil.england@bbc.co.uk

Audience Council Scotland
Email:	acs@bbc.co.uk

Audience Council Wales
Email:	acw@bbc.co.uk

Audience Council Northern Ireland
Email:	audiencecouncil.ni@bbc.co.uk

Find out more about the BBC

www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc
www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc

